Advert ID: HM105718C

Ride and Drive Normandy
Cob/Lusitano’s from the Jouvin stud.

Nagero Irish Sport Horses

£ 12,000

+353 (0)87 929

www.irishsporthorses.ie

7498

·

Dapple Grey

·

Gelding

·

15.3 hands

·

Other

Description
Rare cross Normandy Cob/Lusitano’s from the Jouvin stud.
Two super lads, who are incredibly versatile and willing; both are sensational traffic stopping, head
turning drives. As solid as rocks and true professionals. They have also proven equally happy under
the saddle and have the added bonus of elegance being inherent, with the even greater gift of the
soundness of mind of the Normandy Cob.
These Gelding’s would make ideal husband/wife mother/daughter pair. Or perhaps the whole
family. Vega is the more energetic, so hunting shooting and fishing an option, and Tintin is the one
who would happily put in some elegant moves in dressage. In carriage driving they are equals. Both
are happy to hack out alone or together. Can be sold separately, but Ideally would prefer them to
stay together and this will be reflected in the price for both.
Two extraordinary, rare Pearl’s.

Meet Tintin (2nd + 3rd Pic), a 15.3hh 12 year old Gelding born in 2009.
Here You can see Him Being Ridden by a young Male Rider – Video:
https://youtu.be/qMA1ECbLdUM

Meet Vega (4th Pic), a 15.3hh 14 year old Gelding born in 2007.
Here You can see Him Being Ridden by a young Female Rider – Video:

https://youtu.be/3YQW90s6_7o

Due to Covid any potential buyers need to send video of their riding ability through to - Click here to
reveal phone number so we can assess suitability.
Located in Normandy, France.
Open to any vetting or x-rays.
Transport can be arranged worldwide.
Price: €14,000 for the pair or €7,500 each / Sterling equivalent on day of sale.
To see this ad online, go to horsemart.co.uk and search for HM105718C

Category Horses

Subcategory All Rounders

Price £ 12,000

Horse's name Tintin & vega

Age 12 yrs

Colour Dapple Grey

Gender Gelding

Height 15.3 hands

Breed Other
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